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Roald Dahl fans will rejoice at the opportunity to bring their favorite books and characters to life.

Five of Dahlâ€™s hugely popular, beloved books have been adapted into winning plays for children.

With useful tips on staging, props, and costumes, these plays can be produced with a minimum

amount of resources and experience. Teachers, parents, and children everywhere will recognize

Quentin Blakeâ€™s appealing classic cover art and will find these easy-to-perform plays to be a

great source of entertainment!
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Along with his other classic, "James and the Giant Peach", Roald Dalh's "Charlie and the Chocolate

Factory" stands at the top of the heap when it comes to children's books. This is a pure classic of

imagination, storytelling and magic. Far superior to the film (where Willy Wonka becomes the title

character), the book tells the story from Charlie Bucket's point of view. Charlie, who lives with his

four ancient grandparents and his mother in a one-room house, is the kind of child who can only

dream about his future, since his family has barely enough money to survive. When the Wonka

chocolatier announces that five golden tickets to visit the aged factory have been carefully tucked

inside chocolate bars the world over, Charlie's dreams are suddenly wide open. He stumbles on

some money in the street, purchases a chocolate bar and is thrust into the limelight beccoming one



of the five lucky vistors. The rest of the tale is one of scrumptous folly and nerve-wracking

sentiment, highlighted by magical workers (the one and only Oompa Loompas), the etheral Willy

Wonka, a host of loony characters - both adults and kids - and a thrill ride in a factory where time

stands still and also rocks forwards, backwards, sideways and then some! It's a classic tale of the

triumph of good over evil, generosity over greed and family over fair-weathered friends. Sure to be

enjoyed by children of all ages, adults included, this is the best children's book ever written - and

deserves prominent place in every child's library.

My absolute favorite as a child and newly beloved by my kids. ONE CAUTION . . . the illustrations in

the current version by Quentin Blake are highly inferior to the ones in the original printing by

Schindelman. The originals convey Dahl's twisted, almost gothic vision much more richly. These

illustrations (and I think some accompanying text) are distinctly non-PC vis. the Oompa-Loompas,

but, especially if you are using this as a "read-to-me" book, this actually provides a teachable

moment. Definitely get this book for your kids, but, for a more fulfilling experience, seek out a used

version pre-1988 or so.

*** A Purist's Review ***Joseph Schindelman's illustrations are to Roald Dahl's text like Peanut

Butter is to Jelly.Charlie and the Chocolate Factory is one of those exciting and unexpected reading

experiences that makes an impression when you are young and then years later comes to mind

when choosing books for your own children. It is an exploration into a whimsical universe but yet

grounded in a real and recognizable Victorian place... Nice for those who have not yet acquired a

taste for complicated science fiction and fantasy.My favorite part of the book was the

characterizations of the children and their families and a critical part of my enjoyment was the

hilarious and classical Joseph Schindelman illustrations. His pictures are truly inspired and cleverly

silly... and appear to so accurately portray the essence of each character and scene... as though he

knew exactly what Roald Dahl meant - even though this is a fantasy that could have many different

visual interpretations. They captured my imagination and added immeasureably to the fun of the

story. As a child I had absolutely no desire to see the Gene Wilder movie because the illustrations

were so integral to the story in my mind. They remind me of the illustrations in the "Le Petit

Nicholas" series (illustrated by Jean Jacque Sempe). . .which are so expressive and cute and

elegantly done that they don't even need to be in color.The new edition illustrations are so

disappointing in comparison. It's really too bad that the new generation of young readers will be

eating peanut butter and jelly sandwiches with no peanut butter. I will instead look for a used copy of



the older edition to give as a gift because introducing this wonderful book to a young child without

those original illustrations would not be doing it justice.

It's done very well and the illustrations from Quentin Blake are lovely.Remember though that

because it's a pop up book it's not going to contain the entire story. Square Candies that Look

Round for example is missing.Our daughter, an avid Charlie Chocolate Factory fan noted

paragraphs and chapters were missing. She was ok after I explained it but just wanted to let others

know if their children are particular like mine.
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